
Small tube of grease WD40, chain lube Spokey Puncture repair kit (loads of patches) Rubber tyre inner wall repair
Cover for bikes (poncho/tarp)

3, 4, 5, 6mm allen keys 8, 9, 10mm spanners Chain link extractor Crank bolt tool Small screwdriver
Pedal spanner Spoke key

Multi-tool (preferable components below)

Screwdrivers as necessary Spanners as necessary, inc. 1 AJ Cone spanner
Leatherman (http://www.leatherman.co.uk) (Wave) Chain tool Pump Old toothbrush for cleaning Old rag

Cassette tool Bottom Bracket tool Freewheel tool Safety wire
Tape (Gaffer) Cable ties (many) Hose clips

Headset bearings (unless Chris King) Hub bearings Pedal bearing
Spokes - get from wheelbuilder- plain guage are stronger. Inner tubes Rear mech/gear hanger Brake pads/blocks
4 Chains (rotate every 2 weeks to keep all 4 bedded in on same cassette) Chain links Nuts and bolts for rack etc.
Cables (gear/brake) Bottom bracket Cassette Middle chainring
Electric joining block - good for fixing brake and gear cables in an emergency

Look for cracks, dints, or dents to determine if the frame is cracked. *Flaking or cracked paint is a good indicator, as are bulges or 
buckles in the tubes.

head tube joints; bottom bracket area; seat tube cluster; chainstays; seatstays.

Tyre tread - Cuts, gashes and deformities in the tread and tyre shape can provide an indication of poor condition.
Tyre width - too thin may be liable to puncture unless highly pressurised; wide tyres - clog the frame with mud in sticky conditions.
Tyre pressure - tyre should be firm when depressed between finger and thumb. Lighter riders need less pressure. As a guide, the 
rider themselves should just be able to depress the tyre shape when checking for correct pressure.
Tyre sidewall condition - Loose threads appearing can mean deterioration in the tyres' condition. Black streaky marks can indicate 
the first stages of a rubbing brake block.
Hub condition - rim should be firm when moved sideways in the bike. Knocking or movement means loose cones in the hub.
Wheel fixing to the frame - Nuts should be `spanner tight'. Quick release levers should be adjusted so that they are loose through 
their first 90° of movement. When pointing directly  away from the hub, they should start to clamp the dropouts, and tension should
then be applied through the last 90° of movement - quick release levers should not point forwards or downwards, as they may be
caught on rocks or vegetation and opened.
Brake blocks should be correctly positioned, square against the rim, with no part of the block above or below the rim

check for excessive movement or cracking sounds when trying to rotate it around the seatpin, and moving it up and down at the 
nose and back.
Is the seat pin within its height limit markings?

Movement within the bottom bracket and pedals should be checked by holding both pedals, one in each hand whilst leaning over the 
bike. Move both hands either in towards the bike, or out away from the bike at the same time. If any

The pedal to crank connection should be checked. Pedals that come loose easily strip the threads of cranks often before the rider 
even notices there is anything wrong.
Check that the crank to bottom bracket axle is tight.

The chain should be long enough to reach the largest sprocket whilst also on the largest chainring, even though this gear should 
never be used to ride in.
Chain wear can be detected by placing the chain on the largest chainring and pulling the chain horizontally away from the chainring 
at the 3 o'clock position. If a whole chainring tooth can be seen, then the chain is worn and requires replacement. Other indicators 
include loose bushes at the link joints.

Worn chainring teeth often greatly assist in developing chainsuck. Look for

Bar end plugs for both handlebars and bar ends.
Stem and handlebar tightness by facing the back of the bike with the handlebars in front of you. Hold the front tyre between your 
legs and try moderately to rotate the handlebars (horizontally and vertically) and bar ends (vertically).
Brake levers should be tight and not rotate around the bars
Headset adjustment - Pull the front brake on and push and pull the handlebars forwards and backwards a small amount, with the 
front wheel remaining in the same place on the ground. A loose headset is indicated by knocking noises or a clunking feel. Often 
suspension forks have play in them, which produces a similar knock, so when checking these bikes, turn the handlebars through 90°
and check again. A tight headset can be checked by rotating the handlebars when the front wheel is lifted from the ground. The bars 
should move freely, perhaps only restricted by brake and gear cables. A small amount of play is permissible, but enough to provide 
a knocking or clunking noise, or to restrict the free swinging of the handlebars is too much. For bikes with a normal headset, the 
stem should not be protruding beyond its

Bike Maintenance
See also Bike

Tools

Botch jobs:

Spares

Checking the bike over
Frame

Especially check:

One of the methods to assist in 
determining if cracks exist in the chainstay area is to stand facing the bike, placed side on. Drop the nearest pedal to its lowest position and 
push on it with you foot, whilst holding the handlebars and saddle. Listen for any cracking sounds and look for excessive movement in the 
chainstays and surrounding tubes.

Wheels

Saddle

Driveset

movement or knocking is detected, determine which component is loose.

Chain

Chainring
asymmetric teeth (shark's fins) especially on the middle 

chainring.

Handlebars
Checks made at the Handlebars

maximum height marking.



Front brake effectiveness - Pull the front brake on hard and push the bike against it. The front wheel should be completely locked.
Rear brake effectiveness - Pull the rear brake on hard, and pull and push the bike against it.
Feel of the front and rear brake cables - The cable should feel smooth and progressive. If either is stiff or notchy, the cables at least 
require lubrication, or they could be rusty and require replacement.
Cable condition, both inner and outer - Fraying, kinked or dislodged cables can be dangerous.
Check the chain does not fall off when changing gears at the limits of gears, i.e. on the smallest and especially the largest sprocket, 
and chainrings.
heck the feel and condition of the gear cables. Stiff cables may simply need lubricating, or they may be rusty and worn, requiring 
replacement.
Condition of the cables, inner and outer. Fraying, kinked or dislodged cables may be dangerous.
Check the rear mech low gear limit screw is correctly adjusted by placing the bike in the lowest sprocket, then pushing the rear mech 
using finger and thumb, to try to move the cage into the wheel. Try this with the rear wheel stationary at first to determine if there is 
any movement there. If there is movement, then try to move the cage again, but very carefully keeping your fingers out of danger as 
the rear wheel turns. If the rear mech rubs or catches on the spokes, or the chain drops over the sprockets
Hold the lower jockey wheel, and try to move it towards and away from the rear wheel. Excessive movement may give poor gear 
shifts.

Check frame for cracks under bottom bracket shell and head tube and seat cluster
Check fork for crack around the brace and under the crown Check the disc mounts, front and rear

Check handlebar is tight Rock the bike backwards and forwards with the front brake on to check the headset is tight
Make sure all stem bolts are tight and evenly secured
Check your brake levers and gear shifters are tight, but will move slightly if hit hard - to avoid them getting broken in a crash.
Make sure your bar grips are secure, or bolted on in the case of lock-on grips.

To alter the position of the brake lever when the brakes are operated, adjust the cable screw at the lever.
Screw it out to tighten the brakes, and in to loosen them. Tighten the locknut against the lever to hold it in
If further adjustment is required, loosen the cable holding nut on the brakes and slacken or tighten the cable as necessary. Ensure 
that the cable holding nut is sufficiently re-tightened.

Brake blocks should be positioned so the face sits square on the rim when the are operated. All the brake block should be on the 
rim, and it should not touch the tyre. Those blocks which can be angled require 1/2 to 1mm gap between the block and rim at the 
rear of the block to prevent squealing.

To allow both cantilevers of a brake to release equally from the rim, a small screw on the side of one of the cantilevers can be 
adjusted. Screw it in to tighten that canti, and move it away from the block. Screw it out to loosen it or move it towards the rim.

Inspect for thorns and gashes in both the carcass and sidewalls. Smear vulcanising solution over the small nicks to prevent them
spreading.
Check the tyres are seated correctly and that pressure is within the recommended range.
Monitor the general state of the tyres - amount of tread, condition of the rubber - so you know when to replace them.

Remove wheel from bike1. Relieve all pressure from tube2. Using tyre levers, remove one side of the tyre3.
Remove punctured tube4. Find puncture source: Check inside of tyre for thorns, and remove as necessary (there may be more5.
Insert slightly inflated replacement tube, valve first.1. Sit tube inside tyre2.
Roll tyre bead onto wheel rim working around rim. Try not to use tyre levers as these often puncture the3.

Gears

then the limit screws requires 

adjustment.

Repairing & Servicing
Welding
Wikipedia page on Welding (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Welding) 

General Inspection

Controls

Saddle
The following bike saddle care directions are from The Brooks Cycle Saddles Company: made in England.

Leather Bike Saddle Care.

Congratulations on choosing a Brooks leather saddle. You have chosen a quality product which will bring you many years of cycling comfort.
Leather is a natural material, which will provide lasting comfort, coolness in hot weather, style and durability. If you follow these simple
instructions your saddle will adapt itself to you and retain its support and comfort. A new saddle should be treated with the Proofide to help
assist the 'breaking - in' process. Proofide helps keep the leather supple as it is specially formulated from natural ingredients to condition,
preserve and rain proof your saddle. Proofide is the only substance that should be used to care for your saddle.

Apply a little Proofide to the finished side of the leather. Allow the Proofide to permeate until dry and then polish off. Proofide should be used
several times during the 'breaking-in' period and every 3 - 6 months thereafter. On bicycles not fitted with mudguards, an initial application to
the underside of the saddle will be beneficial, this need not be polished off. The leather gets its color during the tanning process and it is
possible, therefore, that some color residues will remain. It is recommended to polish the saddle with a soft cloth before first use.

You should protect your leather saddle from moisture with a saddle cover. If a wet saddle is ridden the color may stain your clothing. Allow
wet saddles to dry naturally. Never tension or Proofide a wet saddle.

Correct leather tension will ensure your saddle retains its shape and comfort. To tension, turn the nose bolt nut 90° at a time, checking
tension. You can use the tension wrench or allen key to do this. Over - tensioning a saddle will overstretch the leather fibers and may destroy
their structure. Little and not very often is the key. Remember, once the end of the nose bolt is reached, the saddle can no longer be
tensioned.

Brakes
Tools: 5mm allen key, 10mm spanner

Cables adjustment
position.

Blocks adjustment

Brake Balance

Tyres

Tubes
Tube Replacement

than one!)

new tube.

Puncture repair



Find the hole by inflating the tube a little. Use a bowl of water if necessary.1. Dry the area around the hole2.
Roughen area around the hole with sandpaper3.
Squeeze a thin layer of glue onto the area around the hole, large enough for the patch4.
Wait until the glue has dried to the touch (It becomes tacky)5. Firmly stick patch over hole. Press all round to give a good seal.6.
Inflate tube slightly and leave to confirm quality of repair7.

Check your cranks are tight and the pedals too. Remember the rule: both pedals tighten towards the rear.
If you feel play in the cranks, check if the cranks themselves are loose. If not, your bottom bracket could be loose or worn.

Inspect the calipers for damage Remove the pads and inspect for wear and grit damage
With the pads in place, check the alignment - there should be no drag from the disc. Adjust the position of the calliper as necessary.
If the disc has an obvious buckle in it, it's possible to straighten it using a large adjustable spanner

Check for cracks on the sliders (lower legs) and stanchions (upper legs), around the dropouts and disc mounts, and the fork brace 
and crown.
Inspect the seals for damage, and the stanchions for scratches (these can lead to expensive problems)
If an air model, check the pressure to make sure the fork hasn't leaked air; also check the spring rate is correct.
Ensure rebound and compression damping dials work, and that there is no oil leakage
If your fork has a bar-mounted lockout switch, check it works and that the cable isn't frayed

Check for loose and broken spokes, buckles and egging (up and down movement of the wheel).
Check your rims for slam damaage and wear, especially if you use rim brakes.
Make sure your wheels are fairly true, and check the spokes are tight
Check both wheels are secured properly via the quick release skewers or bolts

Determine the area of the rim to be moved1. Look down the spokes through the damaged part of the rim, toward the hub2.
Adjust the spokes using the spoke key. Wheels are built so that every other spoke connects the rim to one side of the hub or the 
other. If the rim requires moving to the left, tighten the spokes going to the left and loosen those going to the right. Vica versa 
when the rim needs to be moved to the right. Take care not to over tighten the spokes.

3.

To tighten the spokes, looking as described under 2, turn the spoke key clockwise.4.
To loosen then, rotate it anticlockwise. Often only a quarter or half turn is necessary to true a rim.5.

Remove from your bike, take off the saddle and clean it. Check for damage.
Clean the bolts and threads, and apply some threadlock before reassembling to prevent seatpost creak.

Remove the stem and fork and inspect the internal: check the bearings and bearing surfaces are in good condition.
Clean and regrease the lot and reassemble, taking care to preload the headset properly.
Wipe the headset clean then wipe some Teflon spray over it to keep moisture at bay.

Loosen the stem holding bolts (those at the back of the stem either just in front or just behind the fork steerer)1.
Adjust the adjustment allen bolt (that in the centre of the stem cap) as appropriate.2. Check the headset for play or tightness.3.
When correctly adjusted, tighten the stem holding bolts. If two bolts require tightening, complete ¼ turn on each in turn until both
are tight.

4.

Check your chain for wear; as a general rule, 11 links should measure 11 inches. Use a chain indicator for greater accuracy.
The cassette should last double the length of the chain lasts.
Check the chain for links that are popping out, and for any other damage.

Remove broken link by inserting chain link tool to chain1. Push link pin out just sufficiently to allow removal of the broken link.2.
Pull broken link off3. Mend chain by pushing two chain ends together to reconnect4.
Push link pin back into position through the inner link. It should be central in the chain.5. Remove chain link tool.6.
Bend the chain with thumbs, perpendicular to the chains normal bending plane until the link frees off7.
The chain is now one link shorter, so check the use of both large chainring and sprocket8.

Oil chain using a light oil regularly ( approx. once every 1 or 2 rides). In dry conditions, allow the chain to dry, then wipe thoroughly 
it with a rag.

1.

Oil the inner cables (approx. once every month)2.
Apply light oil the mech pivots and jockey wheels. Allow to dry, and wipe off excess. (Approx. once every 1 or 2 rides).3.

Check the mech's alignment. With the chain on the smallest sprocket, check both jockey wheels line up with each other and the
bottoms sprocket. Repeat on the largest sprocket.
Bend the mech hanger back into alignment
Use the limit screws to set the upper and lower limit of the mech. If the barrel adjuster is wound out, wind it in and pull some cable
through to take up the slack. If the cable is frayed, either cut the offending section off or replace the cable.

If the mech plates start rubbing the chain, put the chain on the middle chainring and turn the barrel adjuster until the chain stops 
rubbing when on both the smallest and largest sprockets out back.
If more adjustment is needed , release the gear cable from the clamp and use the limit screw market L (low) to adjust the mech with 

Tyre Damage
Flints, stones and badly adjusted brake blocks can cause cuts or tears in a tyre 

casing. A small piece of a tyre (previously 

cut) about the size shown on the right inserted behind the cut, prevents
the inner tube puncturing, but should only be used as a temporary repair to get you home.

Cranks

Disc Brakes

Suspension fork

Wheels

Wheel Truing
Tools: Spoke key, size 2

Seatpost

Headset

Aheadset Type adjustment
Tools: 5mm and/or 6mm allen keys

Chain and Cassette

Chain Repair
Tools: Chain link Tool

Lubrication

Gears
Rear Mech

Front Mech



the barrel adjuster to centre the mech in the middle ring.

Make sure the bottom bracket is tight, and check for damage on the BB axle.
Check chainring bolts are tight and look for bent or worn chainrings. Ensure cranks are tight and not bent.
Make sure pedals are tight with no play and replace broken / missing pins.

Remove crank bolt cap if necessary1. Remove crank bolt2. Screw crank removal tool fully into crank3.
Pull crank off the bottom bracket axle by screwing the crank removal tool stud in4.

Slide crank onto the bottom bracket axle1. Screw crank bolt in and tighten using substantial force2. Replace crank bolt cap3.

Cable Adjustment
Tools: small flat or crosshead screwdriver, 5mm allen key

Use the barrel adjusters on the gear levers or the rear mech to adjust the indexing of the mechs. As with the brake adjusters, screw it out to 
move the mech further over, or in to move the mech the other way. When indexed correctly, each mech should move directly from one 
sprocket or chainring to the next in both directions.

Major cable adjustment can be undertaken using the allen key. Place the mech on the smallest sprocket or chainring, loosen the cable 
holding nut and adjust the cable appropriately. Ensure the cable holding nut is sufficiently re-tightened.

Limit Screws
Two screws on each mech limit its range of movement at either end of the adjustment. They are designed to prevent the chain dislodging.

Cranks

Crank Removal
Tools: Crank Removal Tool, 8mm allen key

Replacement:
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